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Ap world history timeline 8000 bce to 600 bce

Clam Packet VII. There are many ways to think about the big picture topics that emerged in this chapter, but we will focus on the three themes introduced in Section II of this chapter. 1. Civilization Now you need to understand the kind of development common to most civilizations. For example, agriculture, written language and the use of metals all contributed to the growth of early
civilizations. It should also be able to explain how civilization grows as people expand their influence (mainly through trade routes and conquests) where the next meal is coming from. And we should be able to explain what happens when civilization becomes so dominant that it has no rivals (a time of peace and prosperity, or a golden age emerges, allowing time and money to be
spent on art and science). Finally, we should be able to explain why these dominant civilizations begin to collapse (they get too big, their own people are restless, and foreign threats gain confidence and power). By paying attention to the patterns woven through the expansion and contraction of civilization, you are ready to work on your essay. 2. Sources of Change With regard to
the changes that occur in civilization through cultural diffusion, keep in mind that the two main methods are through trade and conquest. The expansion of the main belief system also plays a big role, but remember that the belief system also followed trade routes and military movements. We should be able to discuss some examples of the changes brought about by invention and
innovation. Two important things are the use of wheels and the use of iron. Some civilizations were more innovative, others were more adaptive, but most cultures do both at the same time. Whatever they invented, they spread to others. Whatever they borrow, they adapt for their own purposes. But one civilization adapted an incredible amount from other civilizations, such as the
Greeks, romans and Macedonians. 3. There are many ways in which human-to-natural civilization has changed its surroundings to suit its own purposes. Canals, irrigation ditches, stone cutting, cultivation and metalworking drilling are just a few examples. And don't forget more nuanced examples, such as the development of calendars and sundry clocks, which were so important
to the human quest to predict and control nature for its own purposes. Sure, humans can't change the recurring patterns that are the root of the annual calendar, but by understanding those patterns and tracking them, humans can predict them and use them for their own purposes. Note that as civilizations develop, they are less susceptible to natural events but are subject to other
civilizationsSo. Also, as major belief systems developed, civilization became less interested in protecting the gods from the great unknown, and more interested in internal peace, oneness with great human power, or salvation. It corresponds to man's ability to understand nature. Thus, the focus of their interest shifted from the need for body protection to the desire for internal
peace. As we continue to review the world's major events in future chapters, always note that if you can compare, contrast, and understand how things are changing, you will be able to write very thoughtful essays. 4. Important Terms Agricultural Monarchy Agricultural One Theocracy Band/ Klan Neolithic Barbarians Pastoral Pastoral Pastoral Civilization Paleolithic Urban
Philosophy Classical Multitheism Domestication River Valley Economic Sedistarian Egalitarian Settlement Emperor Sub-Claiming Empire Surplus Feudalism Enchanted Theology Hierarchy Traditional Hierarchical Urbanization Hunter Gather Vassals, Place, and ESVENTS Alexander Daitetsu Age Confucius Diaspora Bronze Age Legalism (China) Binzantium Pax Romana
Calendar Pyramid Code Hammurabi Roman Republic Khneiform Roman Senate Democratic Shan Civilization (China) 8 Fold Passesy Yellow Di (Qin China) 4 Noble Truth Siddharth Tagotham Gothic Silk Road Migration Silk Road Trade Great Wall Torahan Dynasty Hindu Hellenisticsionne Funs Zigratz Indian Ocean Trade and Trade
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